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About Us

Nymble builds cooking robots that live inside your kitchen and cook food for you completely

autonomously. Nymble robots use Artificial Intelligence enabled Computer Vision to

consistently and reliably cook the best food for our users

See it in action: https://bit.ly/hownymbleworks

Nymble is backed by Tier-1 VCs . These include Accel Partners, Waterbridge Ventures and a

clutch of ambitious founders including Binny Bansal (Flipkart) , Samay Kohli (Grey Orange

Robotics)

What can I expect from this role?

As a Commis Chef & Kitchen Assistant, you will mainly be involved in developing exciting

new recipes that will be programmed onto our cooking robot - Nymble. Additionally, we

also expect you to help our customer success team during deployments with meal kit

preparation, prototype cleaning, and spice loading. Don’t worry, you’re not just going to be

an extra pair of the hands-on board! You get to be one of the earliest members in shaping our

story and get a chance to be part of a fast-growth startup that’s looking to change the way food

is cooked globally.
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What will my work responsibilities look like if I join Nymble?

In this role, you’ll spend your time working on refining the following aspects of our product

1. Your primary responsibility will be to assist the kitchen operations team in recipe testing.

2. You will be responsible for procuring ingredients for recipe testing.

3. You will be responsible for prepping of ingredients for recipe testing

4. You will be responsible for cleaning up after every recipe session, and maintaining the

‘sanctity’ of the kitchen.

5. You will be responsible for taking recipe notes in written, video, and image formats.

6. You will load ingredients, load and unload spice pods, and get Julia ready to cook

recipes.

7. You will also be involved in helping fix recipe issues that come up during user trials and

implement micro changes.

Requirements

Degree in Food Sciences/Culinary Arts/Relevant work experience.

Have at least 1 year of experience working in a kitchen. Freshers also can apply.

Understand the basic science of cooking and are comfortable with tech gadgets inside

the kitchen.

Can adapt recipes in such a way that they can be cooked in non-traditional ways such as one-pot

cooking.

Has basic computer knowledge.

Who is the right fit for this role?

The ideal candidate for this role is someone who is comfortable working in a small kitchen,

and has the zeal to learn and adapt. Someone who likes to think out of the box with respect to

food. And most importantly ready to do any work in a kitchen. They should be able to absorb a

ton of information thrown at them.



Working at Nymble

What users have to say about our Product

Twitter love from users

How does Nymble cook

Our Website

Read Our Story

Why Nymble?

Attractive Compensation, Flexible remote work policy, Personalized L&D budgets are some

benefits that we offer - but these are par for the course. We go beyond this.

We believe that Nymble is a generational company with the opportunity to alter the trajectory

of how food is cooked inside homes today. This opportunity is parallel to how autonomous cars

have started making an impact.

This role will be at the forefront of this opportunity.
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